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ABSTRACT 
A progrm to determine the feasibility and technology requirements of a 
low-thrust , high-performance, long-life , gaseous orygev ( G O , )  Ig~seous 
- 
hydrogen (GH2) thruster was initiated at the Jet Propulsion Lnborntorv (JPL)  
it; the fall of 1982. Candidate engine concepts for nuxiliar::. proaulsiosl sys- 
trims for space station applications wdre identified. The lua-thrust engine 
(5-100 lb ) requires significant departure from current applications of oxy- f 
gen Ihydro~en pi-opulsion technology. 
Selection of the thrust chamber material and cooling method ncedcd for 
long life poses a major challenge. The use of a &amber material requirirtp a 
minimum amount of cooling or  the incorporation of regenerntive cooling were 
the only choices available with the potential of achieving very hiqh pcrfor- 
vance. This report documents the design selection for the injectorligniter. 
the design and fabrication of a regenerstively m l e d  copper chamber, and the 
design of a high-temperature rhenium chamber, and presents the performance 
and heat transfer results obtained from the test program ccnducted st JPL 
using the above engine components. Approxirnatelp 115 engine firiilgs were 
conducted in the JPL vacuum test facility, using 100:l expansicn ratio noz- 
z!cs. Engine mixture ratio and fuel-film cooling percentages were pnra- 
metrically investigated for each test configuration. The nominal chamber 
pressure was 30 psie.. 
The acceptnhility of rhenium as  a ~harnber material was demo~strated for 
over 2800 seconds of thruster operation at temperatures up to 3300°F. 
The regeriertatively cooled copper chamber was designed for operation at 
higher pressures and coolant flow rates; actual testing at low pressures and 
low flow rates limited run duration due to high seal temperatures at the head 
end. 
iii 
,.- " - 
In February 1983, the Aerojet Techsystems Company (ATC) and the 
Californin Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) entered 
into a cooperative effort to evaluate and demonstrate technology issues appli- 
cable to space station auxiliary propulsicr:. The activity combined Aerojetts 
extensive experience in propellant injector!igniter design and cooling. andysis 
wit ?I recent JPL experience in the design, fabrication, and testing of ad- 
vanced combustion chamber materials. 
The injectorligniter and several thrust chamber wmponents were made 
available to JPL on a no-cost loan basis for use in the test propam. 
The individual tasks of the total program were divided between both 
JPL and ATC. Aemjetts responsibilities included supplyinp an injector1 
ipniter, conducting design analyses on two chamber concepts, providing 
rccommendations for each approach along with sketches and critical di- 
mensions, reviewing JPL detailed drawings of both chambers, and evaluating 
data obtained during the JPI, test program. A modification to the original 
progran? allowed Aerojet to fabricate one of the chambers. 
JPIlVs tasks included prepsration of fabrication drawinps hased on 
Aerojet sketches, fabrication of the rhenium chamber, providing the test 
facilitv, the conduct of all testing, and the test data processing ~ n d  re- 
duction. Analysis and interpretation of the results were joint activities. 
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NOTE 
The hot-fire test results presented in this report i ~ c l u d e  only GP21GO2 
testing at low chamber pressures (30 psis). Additional testing with the same 
hardware rvas conducted by JPL at higher pressures (30-150 psiii) and also 
with GOqlmethane propellants. A summary and some relevant plott are avail- 
able in the appendix. JPL should be consulted for additional i.nformation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A program to determine the feasibility and technology requirements of a 
low-thrust , high-performance , long-life , gaseous oxygen (GO2) /gaseous 
hydrogen (GH2) thruster was initiated at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 
in the fall of 1982. The thruster program could identify viable candidates for 
auxiliary propulsion systems for space station applications. The low thrust 
(i.e., 30 to 100 lbf) for application on the space station reqviras a significant 
departure from current applications of oxygenlhydrogen propulsion technd- 
o w .  Although every effort was made to incorporate state-of-the-art tech- 
nology wherever possible, significant technical questions that required resolu- 
tion were raised prior to this program. 
Table 1.1, from Iieference 1, identifies a number of operational scenar- 
ios which would make Hg and O2 available as propellants for spnce s t~ t ion  
attitude control at no additional launch cost. The figure also shows the ad- 
vantages of commonality of the H2/02 propellant combination with other re- 
quired on-board fluid-consuming systems. 
Selection of the thruet chamber material and cooling method needs, 
long life poses a major challenge. The use of a chamber material requii~n,, tl 
minimum amount of cooling or the incorporation of regenerative cooling were 
the only chcrices available with the potential of achieving very high perfor- 
mance. 
Because of the small thruster size, the choice of the method for in- 
jection and ignitiori of the propellants was very limited and extensive use was 
made of the existing proven data base. 
This report documents the design selection for the injector /igniter, the 
design and fabrication of a regeneratively cooled copper chamber, and the 
design or a high--temperature rhenium chamber, and presents the performance 
and heat transfer results obtained from the test program conducted at the 
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory utilizing the above engine components. 
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2 .0  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Approximately 150 engine firings were conducted with ti tree thrust 
chamber configurations and several propellant injection flow balances for a 
fixcd injector design. All t e ~ t i n g  was conducted in the JPL vacuum test 
facility using 100: l  expansion ratio conical and RAO contaured nozzles. 
High-temperature chamber designs utilizing a hydrogen film as an oxidation 
brrrier in conjunction with uncoated rhenium m d  H regenerative cooling 2 
 sing copper and nickel ti5 materials of construction were evaluated during 
the test program. Engine mixture ratio and fuel-film cooling percentage were 
parrtmctricdly investigated for each test configuration. The nominal chamber 
pressure wfis 30 psi-a. 
The major corlciusions from these tests were as follows: 
Reliable propellant ignition was attained over a wide range of 
mixture ratios at a energy level of 0.098 J .  Engine overall mix- 
ture ratio varied from 2 : l  to 3 . 8 : l .  Igniter mixture ratio varied 
from 6 : l  to 9 0 : l .  
The igniter-injector previously used for high-pressure (300 to 500 
psia) liquid. two-phase , and gaseous oxygen-hydrogen functioned 
satisfactorily at low pressure (30 to 40 psia) usirig gaseous pro- 
pellants. 
The rhenium chamber was tested with several insertlcore flow 
bnlrtnces to quantify the relation between ~erformance and thermal 
design margin. Specific impulse levels between 360 and 438 lbf-sl 
lbm were demonstrated at the QDK optimum mixture ratio of 
-2.5: 1 and 30 to 40 psia chamber pressure. 
2.0, Summary and Conclusions (cont . ) 
The acceptability of rhenium as a chamber material for the oxy- 
genthydrogen propellant combination was demonstrated for over 
2800 s of thruster operation at temperatures between 2000 and 
3300°F*. 
Acceptable throat and chamber temperatures were demonstrated 
with the highest performing thruster configurations: 3300°F* for 
the rhenium chamber and under 1000°F for the regenercltively 
cooled chamber. 
Operating limitations at the highest performance levels were 
dictated bv the capabilities of thc chamber-injector seclls (600°F) 
selected for the test program. 
The high seal temperatures experienced with the regeneratively 
cooled chamber were caused by excessive coolant bulk tempera- 
tures leaving the coolant jacket during operation. 
The high seal temperatures experienced with the rhenium chamber 
occurred during pcst-fire heat so~ic. This w ~ l s  resolved by the 
addition of a nitrogen purge following each test. 
The advantzge of the theoretically higher performing bell-shaped, 
contoured nozzle vs. the conical nozzle was ,lot renlized for the 
operating conditions of this test program. 
* Subsequent testing with the rhenium chariiber beyond the scope of this 
program demonstrated 4200°F rhe~lium wall temperature. 
RECOXMENDATIONS 
An evaluation should be performed tc  determine the compatibility 
limits 9f rhenium in a hydrogen!water vapor environment. 
An evaluation should be performed of thermally resistant inner 
wdl coatings to reduce the regeneratively cooled chamber coolant 
temperature rise. 
As an alternative method of reducing high coolant temperatures, 
an evaluation should also be performed of a combination regencra- 
ti-relradiation cooled thruster design. 
Methods of joining the rhenium chamber to the stain!ess steel 
injector should be evaluated to eliminate the need for soft serlls. 
Additional testing, including pulsing and thermal life cycling, 
should be performed to evaluate thruster performance under 
mission simulation. 
The chamber nozzle contour should be re-optimized and retested 
for the operating conditions cf low Reynolds Number and low 
cht-tmber pressure. 
A more efficient method of determining fuel flow split and corz 
mixtil.ro ratios must be found. Temperature measurements at the 
tip of the film coolant sleeve should be obtained. 
A flow visudization experiment should be conducted to enhance 
the understanding of the present propellant combustion and 
mixing dynamics. 
A new regeneratively cooled chamber incorporating optirniaed 
cooling (to reduce total hest load) and a nozak contour based on 
present test data should be desig~ed,  fabricated, and tested. 
3.0.  Recommendations (cont . ) 
A new rhenium chamber should be designed and fnbricated that 
would incorprate an optimum nozzle contour, integrated valves, 
md an im~roved chamberlinjector attachment to eliminate the 
heat-soap. condition on long-duration tests. Life cycle limit 
evalu~?~on should be included in the test matrix. 
4.1 IGNITER-INJECTOR 
4.0 TECHNICAT, DISCUSSION 
The igniter-injector was designed and fabricated by the Aerojet 
TechSvstems Company. Its functiona! operation is shown in Figure 4.1. This 
component w a s  designed and fabricated in 1972 as a . .:la11 thruster that could 
accept liquid. two-phase, or gaseous propellants and ignite them using a very 
low-enerp spark (0.01 J ) .  At the Zime, approximatelv 250 hot-fire tests 
were conducted to verify the original design goals. 
The selc~tion of the Aerojet platelet design for use in the present 
program was based on the previous test history, which demonstrated re!iable 
:ind r ~ p i d  (0.010 s )  ignition and trouble-free operation under the following 
rangc of test conditions. 
Propellant suppl:~ pressure 
Fuel supply temperature 
Oxygen supply ter:lperature 
Chamber pressure 
ICT':. rure ratio 
300 to 900 psia 
-416 to 58OF 
-326 to 60°F 
140 to 410 psia 
2 : l  to 5:l 
The igniter-injector assembly is  comprised of a stainless steel 
body containing two ports for screw-in poppet valves, a centrally mounted 
spark plug, and a bonded nickel faceplate contdning the propellant mclnifold- 
inp, twelve radial in-flow fuel injection elements, and six like-on-like doublet 
Yxygen q'ection elements, which p~oduce six axial fans that flow radially 
inwnl.1; ?o the center electrode. 
All of the oxygen flows through the annular gap formed by the 
s p ~ r k  plug and the platelet stack containing the injection elements. The 
oxygen provides the required cooling for the electrode and the injector face. 
The hydr.gen flow is ~ p i i t  into two parts. A smaller amount is injected 
-HI FEED 
RHENI'Ju 
CWJiK 
r 1 
CEWlC 
SLEEVE 
-- 
1 
IfGf NEMTIVE 
CM&*A~ER 
INSICE DIAMLTEI 
NICKEL ELECTRODE 
Figure 4.1 Igniter-Injector Flow Schematic 
4.1, Igniter-Injector (cont. ) 
around the electrode, as shown in Figure 4.1, to provide a highly ignitable 
mixture. The remainder of the fuel ie ducted behind a chamber insert, wkich 
is fabricated from Nickel 200 ~ n d  contains twelve cooling channels 0.048 in. 
wide by 0.030 in. deep. Thc fuel is then injected 1.0 in. 3ownstream of the 
electrode to mix with the oxypen-rich core flow. The ducted fuel provides 
cooling for the chamher head-end seals and the chamber insert. The fuel 
flow split is controlled by a spacer containing twelve slots located between the 
chamber housing and the insert. The fuel split is controlled by the frontal 
area of the slots. Previous testing utilized a 90110 fuel flow split. whereby 
90% of +he fuel flowed through the ducted nickel insert and 10% entered the 
c o ~ c  to provide mixture ratios of 20:l to 50:l (with overdl mixture ratios of 
2 : l  to 5: 1) in the spark gap area. 
The same injector, spacers, and chamber insert designs were 
used during testing of the regener~tively cooled rrnd rhenium chambers de- 
scribed in the next section. 
4.2 THRUST CHAMBERS 
Three thrust chambers, a stainless steel checkout chamber, a 
high-temperature rhenium chamber, and a regener~tively cooled copper rhnm- 
ber, were designed and fabricated for ube in the program. Because only one 
igniter-injector configuration was avt-iilable for use, the chamber-to-injectolV 
interfaces were made identical. The initial goal of the program was to reach 
the highest performance achievable concomitant with available test facilities 
and test conditic,~~. The thrust chambers were, therefore, desirrned for 
operation with a pressure of 500 psia at a mixture ratio of 4:l to 5:l and 
incorporated nn 80% bell nozzle having an exit area ratio of 100: 1. This 
would have provided a nominal thrust level of 45 lbf. Additional design 
parameters and goals are provided in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. A s  a result of 
Spacc! Station propulsion studies at JPL, the thruster program w ~ s  subse- 
quently ch~ngcd to emphasize operation at a very low chamber pressure of 30 
psia. The operating miuture ratio was shifted to 2.5: 1, which is the approxi- 
mt.te optimum theoretical one-dimensional kinetic (ODK) vacuum performance 
TABLE 4.1 
ORIGINAL DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Chamber Type Regenerative 
PC Nomin~l (psia) 500 500 
h T  (lbmlsec) 0.1012 0.0993 
(@ C* = 100%, PC = 500 psia) 
Cool Hot 
Wall 
-
Wall 
-
PC Expected (psia) 475 475 393 460 
Isp (sec)lERE (%) 440195 440 I95 370178.5 432192 
Throat Temperature ( O F )  1,200 1,200 2,400 3,500 
Thrust (lbf) 
Nozzle Area Ratio & Type = 100~1 80% Bell - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Supply Pressures* (psia) 
Ox 1,191 1,122 1,122 
Fuel 750 826 625 
Core MR* 6 9 55 55 
Based on cold-flow test with 0.018 flow-control channel depth. 
10 
TABLE 4 . 2  
--
APPROXIMATE PERFORMANCE GOALS 
ODE NBP LH21L02 = 100:l 
I,ossea, % 
niv 
Kin 
BL 
Tot d 
Perfect Injector Isp 
ISD Coal 
ERE Loss, Sec 
Loss, % 
ERE, R Inj. Eff. 
Required 
F. Required, % m 
4.2 ,  Thrust Chambers (cont. ) 
for a chamber pressure of 30 psi. The resulting thrust level was 2.73 lbf. 
Recause fabrication of the chambers was nearing completion at the time the 
program emphasis naF changed, no design changes were incorporated to 
account for the new operating conditions. 
Rhznium Thrust Chamber 
Based on the succrssful use of a rhenium chamber bv JPL during 
n previous fluorinelhydrazine thruster program, rhenium material was chosen 
for use in this prograr. The high melting temperature (5'160°F) and high- 
temperature strength properties of rhenium results in minimum cooling 
requirements of the chamber wall even when operating with an overall mixture 
ratio up to stoichionietric, which is approximately 5250°F, for the oxygen1 
hydrogen propellants. Unfortunately, rhenium oxidizes readily; therefore, nn 
oxidation barrier must be incorporated. The propellant injection configuration 
provides a film of hydrogen as the oxidation barrier. 
The rhenium chamber was fabricated (at the Ultramet Company, 
Pacoima, CA) utilizing a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process. CVD is a 
method of plating that relies on the condensation of elements or compounds 
from the vrlpor state to form solid structural deposits. Because this is done 
or! nn atom-by-atom basis, impurity levels are typically less rhan 0.2%. The 
CVD process relies on utilizing a gaseous compound of the element t h ~ t  is 
flowed over a heated substrate; this results in the thermal decomposition and 
subsequent deposition of the metal onto the substrate. The substrate is then 
removed, leaving the desired par:. Figure 4.2 shows a cross-section of the 
thrust chamber, and Figtire 4.3 is a photograph of the completed part 
post-tee?. The design analysis defining the nozzle contour and chamber wall 
thickness for the 500 ysia design point is provided in Appendix C. 
Regeneratively Cooled Thrust Chamber 
The fuel regeneratively cooled chamber is  a single-pass , counter- 
flow-tvpe designed and fabricated by Aerojet. All the hydrogen enters via a 

. . 
I*. - - 1 -  I . ' 1 .  . 
3F iL331i ~ ; t , . . i  ,-hr 
Figure 4 . 3 .  Completed Rhenium Chamber 
4 .2 ,  Thrust Chambers (cont . ) 
114-in.-diameter feed line loc~ted  near the nozzle exit. The fuel distribution 
mtnifold is integral with a liner fabricated f:rom an alloy of copper and 0.18 
zirconium, and feeds sixty 0.015-in . -wide coolant channels. The chrrnnel 
depth varies along the length of the chamber to provide the required coolunt 
velocity nnd wall temperature with a minimum of coolant pressure drop (10% of 
chamber pressure). The coolant discharges directly into the injector fuel 
manifold which, in turn,  feeds fuel to both injection paths. The coolnnt 
channels are closed out with a thin layer of electrodeposited 2ni~per and A 
thick layer of electrodeposited nickel. This unique chambe ;ign spproack: 
requires only one weld at the 114-in. feed line. The pxx;. temperaturi-E 
at the design point of 5: 1 mixture ratio and 500 psia Ci. -=r pressure, 
assuming 1008 combustion efficiency, are as follows: 
Throat temperature, maximum 1170°F 
Head-end temperature, maximum 1180°F 
Coolant bulk ternpar~ture, maximum 760°F 
Nickel insert temperature, maximum 1387OF 
Coolant LIP 50 psid 
Additional data related to the design of this chamber are provided in Appen- 
dix B. 
figure 4.4 shows a cross-section of the thrust chwber .  A s  can 
be seen, the regeneratively cooled chamber assembly has a larger contraction 
ratio than thc rhenium chamber, and therefore allows incorporation of an 
additional copper sleeve around the nickel insert. This larger contraction 
ratio was selected to allow rapid expansion of the exiting core gases, causing 
recirculatior! and enhanced mixing with the exiting ducted fuel. This would 
tend to inc~ease  performance. Figure 4.5 is  a photograph of the completed 
part. 

Figure 4 . 5 .  Completed Reqeneratively-Cocled Thigst  Chamber 
4.2,  Thrust Chambers (cant. 1 
Stainless Steel Thrust Chamber 
A stainless steel thrust chamber was fabricated utilizing the samc 
design as the rhenium thrust chamber except that an 1 8 O  half-angle conical 
nozzle, having the same exit area and length, was incorporated in place of 
the 80% bell nozzle for ease of fabrication. Figure 4.6 shows a cross-section 
of the stainless steel chamber. The stainless steel chamber was used during 
test-stand checkout and for initial propellant ignition tests and, later, for 
comparison of the performance of the two nozzle contours. 
4.3 TEST FACJLTTY 
All tests were conducted in a vacuum facility located s t  JPL. Tlie 
facility is  equipped with two parallel pumping systems. Each pumping system 
consists of a rotary-piston-type backing pump and a lobe-type booster pump 
in series. An e x h ~ u s t  diffuser and an exhaust gas intercmler were installed 
after early hot -tire checkout tests with the stainless steel chamber indicated 
that the cell pressure could not be maintained at a level that would produce a 
fully flowing nozzle with the chamber 100:l expansion area ratio and chamber 
pressure of 30 psia. These modifications resulted in acceptable cell pressures 
of 6.005 psia. 
The vacuum test cell is fully instrumented for recording tempera- 
tnres, pressures, and thrust. Measurements are recorded and stored in a 
computerized instrumentation system. The thrust measuring system is dynam- 
ically calibrated immediately before end after each test through the use of a 
remotely controlled deadweight system. 
4.4 TEST SUMMARY AND RESULTS 
A total of 115 tests were conducted during the presei~t program 
utilizing the Aerojet igniter-injector, as defined in Table 4.3. These included 
51 test6 with the stainless steel chamber during test-stand checkout and 
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4.4, Test Results (cont. 1 
calibration. The balance of the tests were conducted during the thrust 
chamber evaluations. A Bendix Company Model 10-397230-1 exciter sup died 
the spark energy (0.098 1). No instances of nonignition occurred during ..ny 
of the tests because of igniter failure. 
Regeneratively Coaled Thrust Chamber T e ~ t s  
A total of eight tests v--?re conducted ctilizing the regeneratively 
cooled chamber. F'igure 4.7 shows the chamber m-~unted in the test stand. 
Although the chamber was designed for operation at much higher pressures 
and, thus, flow rates, it was decided to run it  with the lower pressure even 
though adequate cooling may not have been achieved. As was expected, run 
duration was limited by the head-er,d seal temperature. 'The tests were 
terminated when the head-end temperature reached 600°F. A maximum test 
duration of 50 s was accomplished. 
Figure 4.8 shows the effect of varying overall mixture ratio on 
performance. At the ODK optimum overall mixture ratio of 2 . 5 : l .  a vacuum 
performance vdue of 393 lbf-silbm was achieved for the conditions tested. 
Figure 4.9 shows the chamber outer wall temt>erat\~re versus time 
during one of the tests. The thermmuplc 'locations are shown in Figure 4.4. 
As can be seen, except for tne head-end, steady-st~te temperatures were 
approached at di locations. The low temperature of 530°F reached at the 
throat would indicnte that long chamber life could be expected. 
The regeneratively cooled chamber temperature rise rates €0 r.3th 
the head-cnd and the throat are shown in Figure 4.10 for various mixture 
ratios. Although the chsmber was not allowed to cool completely following 
each test, it still appears from the figure that a lower mixture ratio provides 
more coolant and, therefore, lower wall temperatures at the throat. 
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4.4,  Test Results (cont.) 
Figure 4.11 shows the thermocouple temperatures as a function of 
axial distance along the length of the chamber. A plot of two tests at two 
different MRts shows the consistency of the cooling pattern. Steady-state 
w a s  obtained in the nozzle section during both tests. 
Based on the results of the tests, it  is felt that a regeneratively 
cooled chamber could be designed that would provide adequate coolinp for 
long durations with a chamber pressure of 30 psia. This could be accom- 
plished by eliminating the regenerative cooling of the nozzle to lower the 
coolant bulk temperature rise and, thus, the head-end temperature. 
Rhenium Chamber Tests 
A total of 41 tests were conducted utilizing the rhenium chamber. 
Figure 4.12 shows the chamber mounted in the vacuum test facility. A tot81 
run duration of 2852 s was accumulated during the tests. !bur of the tests 
were conducted for durations of 300 s. Figure 4.13 overlaps test data from 4 
tests at the same conditions. The data are highly repeatable and indicate 
that steady-state conditions were nttained after approximately 40-60 s of 
operation. Most subsequent performance and mapping tests were for dura- 
tions of 60 s. The main concern during the rhenium chamber tests was the 
possibility of oxidation causing severe corrosion of the walls, shortening the 
life of the chamber. No degradation of the chamber walls was observed 
during any of the tests at temperatures up to 3300°F. 
One of the primary objectives of the tests was to determine the 
effect of insertlmre fuel flow split on performance. A s  explained previously, 
the amount of fuel allowed to flow in the chamber insert supplying the hydro- 
gen oxidation barrier is controlled by a copper spacer with 12 flow passnges. 
E'igures 4.14 and 4.15 show the effect of varying the area of the spacer flow 
passages on performance during several 60-s tests. A s  can be seen, lowering 
the flow arcn, and thus the barrier flow, results in an increase in perfor- 
mance. The increase is caused by the lowering of the core gas mixture ratio, 
Figure 4.11, dqenerat lve Chamber A x i a l  Temperature. Dir.4_r!button 
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4.4, Test Results (mnt. 1 
which is significantly above stoichiometric. As the mixturt ratio is lowered, 
the terrrperature and energy of the geses are raised. Lowe--=ing the overall 
mixture ratio results in a pe r fo rmce  increase for the save reason. At the 
ODK optimum overall mixture ratio of 2.5: 1, a performance value of 394 
lbf-sllbm was achieved with an insertlcore flow split of 89%/11%. With a flaw 
split of 86%114%. a value of 397 lbf-sllb, was achieved. 
Figure 4.16 indicates the same basic performance trend; nt low 
chamber pressures, the maximum Isp is obtained at low core mixture ratios 
(between 5-10), where the ignitionlnonignition limit is being approached. 
The maximum performance achieved throughout the tests was 438 lbf-sllh, at 
a core mixture ratio of approximately 6: 1. 
During the first 60-s test with a spacer incorporating 0.005-in. 
by 0.047-in. passages, more fuel entered the core than was intended. The 
actual cause for the additional fuel entering the core has n been de- 
termined. Instead of the core operating with a mixture ratio of 12.3: 1, n s  
intended, it npparently operated with a mixture ratio of 5.9:l. Vacuum 
performance of the thruster for this condition was 438 lbf-sllbm with an 
overall mixture ratio of 2.86: 1. 
Theoretically, with a constant spacer channel frontal area and a 
constazt overall MR. the core MR should also remain constant. The actual 
core F.13 for each test was determined as follows: the overall Cd-A (dis- 
charge coefficient times frontal area) was calculated (based on measured 
temperatures, pressures, ~ n d  flow rates), from which a constant spacer Cd-A 
(corresponding io the passage frontal area used on the particular test) was 
subtracted. The result is a core Cd-A which is translated into a core MR. 
The calcul~ted core MR's varied significantly from the theoretical values in 
Tests No 96 through No. 103. This was possibly due to plugging of the fuel 
orifices leading to the core. Subsequent cleaning of the injector fuel orifices 
resolvea the high core MR vdues. 

4.4, Test Re~ults (cont. 
Typical wall temperature rise rates are shown in Rgure 4.17 at 
the locations shown in Hgure 4.2. The axial temperature distribution is 
shown in Figure 4.18. The maximum wall temperature measured during the 
rhenium chamber tests was 335g°F. 
Steady-state temperature as a function of the overall mixture ratio 
is shown in Rgures 4.19 and 4.23 for various flow splits. The head-end 
mls wi t3  incraasing MR due to the cooler core gases. while the throat tem- 
perature rises due to +he decmase in fuel barrier flow. Maximum steady- 
state wall temperat~mre measured in the barrel section was 3050°F. 
Wall temperatures as a function of the core mixture ratio arc? 
shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. The throat docs not appear to be dependent 
on ?.,re MH as was the wee with overall MR. Again, the high core MR values 
arc! calculated based on the assumption that each spacer has a constant flow 
coefficient. 
Nozzle thermocouples TC5 and TC6 both approached steady-state 
during Test No. 91, a 60-sec-duration test. A thermodynamic analysis was 
performed (see Appendix F) using the transient thermocouple data from this 
test to define the heat transfer coefficients and thus infer the nature of the 
boundary layer at low pressures. The analysis concluded that the experi- 
mental heat transfer coefficients were 3 to 4 times higher than analytical 
techniques would predict based on a turbulent boundary layer. It is gener- 
nlly expected that small engines establish laminar boundary layers at the 
throat, and that these are maintained throughout the nozzle to provide 
lower-than-turbulent coefficients. However, at the extremely low Reynolds 
Numbers of this test (1000 to 1600). ' d n a r  coefficients can exceed turbulent 
values by a factor of 2. No explanation for the high experimental values can 
be made at this time. 
I THERMAL STEADY STATE ATTAINED AFTER SOSEC 
I I I I I 1 1 I 
0 10 20 3 L -  . -. 4 _0 _ 50- 60 70 
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APPENDIX B 
REGENERATIVE CHAMBER DESIGN DATA 
REGENERATIVE CHAMBER DESIGN 
'IHERMAL ANALYSIS 
The thermal analysis f o r  the  regenerative chamber was per fomed fo r  
the nominal operat ing parameters l i s t e d  below: 
F = 451bF 
MR = 5 
PC = 500 ps ia  
Tc = 6060°F/56000F 
H2 Cool ant Pin = 900 ps ia  
T i n  = 530°R 
Oxygen Pin = 1200 ps ia  
Tin = 530°R 
The f l ow  r a t e  o f  t he  coolant fbr the analysis i s  approximately 0.02 
lbm/sec. ,1 coolant temperature r i s e  o f  690°F i s  expected, w i t h  a correspond- 
ing  pressure drop o f  50 ps i .  The analysis optimized (w i t h i n  budgetary l i m i t s )  
the geometry o f  the channels using improved channel manufacturing c a p a b i l i t i e s  
developed under the 1983 IR&D Advanced Regenera t i  ve Chamber Techno1 ogy Prc- 
gram. A diagram o f  temperature pred ic t ions f o r  the  regenerative chamber i s  
shown i n  Figure B . 1 .  The thermal analysis output from the HEAT program i s  
ava i lab le  i n  Table B.1. The actual  channel geometries i n  the high-area-rat io 
nozzle have been s l i g h t l y  modif ied t o  s i m p l i f y  fabr icat ion,  reduce weight, and 
add a screen w i t h i n  the i n l e t  manifold. 

------- 
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I 
1200 _I L i m i t  ------- --- --- 
Back Tcool = 290°F 
16501 (680) 
Channel Depth d 
B Chamber 
Max Throat 
Temp 
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\ 4 Pipe Flow mom 1 
Tcool = 757°F 
1000 ; 1 I I  
.02 .04 .06 
Channel Depth 
Figure 8.2.  Chamber Cool i n g  L i n i i  t s  
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APPENDIX C 
RHENIUM CHAMBER DESIGN DATA 
CH21C02 TPRUSTER 
THICKNESS OF RHENIUM CHAMBER 
Li fe = 20 hr 
Max Creep = 1% in 20 hr 
Temperature: Throat = =4,000°F ) Design 
Chamber = 2 ,900°F ) 
1 I 1 Nominal 1 1.5X 1 
Recornmenda t ion 
I Pressure: 
Linear Creep Rate: 0.01120 x 60 = 8.3 x 10-~1min 
Design Properties fo r  R h  in H2, Ref. 3: 
Throat 
Chamber 
at  2,90J°F, Stre:.. - 4,000 psi  
a t  4,000°F, Stress = 1,000 psi 
Throat Thickness : 
300 
500 
Chamber Thicknesse2 ,900°F: 
450 psia 
750 
Rhenium thickness should be 0.070 in. in cylindrical chamber region, 
and 0.056 in. a t  the  throat. Exi t  nozzle 0.02 to  0.070 acceptable. 
NOZZLE CONTOIJR 
100:l Expansion Ratio 
99.65 % ndiv 
y = 1.216 
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APPENDIX D 
-
COLD-FI.OW AND HOT-FIRE Cd--4 DATA 






APPENDIX E 
HOT-FIRE TEST D A T A  SUMMARY 
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APPENDIX F 
THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS REPORT NO. 6983:1058 
1 Aeroje t 
TechSyrtems 
Company DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER I NG 
r 1.1 NO. OF APPENDICES 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND WORK NOTES INCLUDED IN MICROFILM FILE CON 
. 
"! T H E R M O D Y N A M I C  A N A L Y S I S  REPORT 
PREPARED FOR: 1. Schoenman 
INTRODUCTION 
- 1 [i 
-4 Fi 
[: JPL recently tested a thin-wall rhenium thruster w i th  a 100:l expansion 
NUMBER: 6983 : 1058 
DATE : 20 Feb. 1984 
I 
T H E W  ANALYSIS OF JPL 02/H2 PAGE 1 OF / I  
THRUSTER DATA NO. OF ENCLOSURES 
r- r a t i o  a t  low chamber pressures usfng GH2/G02 propel lants. Massive f i l m  cool ing 
was provided by introducing part o f  the fuel  through a sleeve. Analysis o f  the 
nozzle thermocouple data was o f  interest  t o  define heat transfer coef f ic ients and 
thus i n fe r  the nature o f  the boundary layer a t  low pressures, i .e., t o  determine 
if the boundary layer was turbulent, laminarized o r  i n  a raref ied f low regime. 
The speci f ic  data o f  interest  were TC5 and TC6 on Test 91, a 60 see. tes t  a t  a 
chauber pressure o f  38 psia during which the two nozzle thermocouples approached 
steady state. Test conditions are sumnarized i n  Table I and nozzle thennocou~le 
1-1 location parameter- are fdent i f ied i n  Table 11. 
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The analysis reported h e n l n  cjnslsted o f  defining the adiabatic wa l l  
temperature and heat transfer coef f lc ient  whlch provide an approximate f i t  o f  
each thermocouple translent, deflnlng the wall mixture ra t ios  whlch correspond t o  
these adiabatic wal l  temperatures and then interpret ing the heat t ransfer coeff i -  
cients using properties f o r  the corresponding mixture rat io .  
SUMMARY 
F i t t i n g  the transient response o f  TC5 2nd TC6 resulted i n  very high heat 
transfer coefficients and re la t i ve ly  low adiabatic \ d l 1  temperatures as shown i n  
Table I V .  The difference i n  adiabatic wall temperature between locations i s  
greater than can be predicted, which resulted i o  ?ower wall mixture ra t i os  a t  : 
I 
TC6. The high heat transfer coeff ic ients can be explained i n  part  by the ex- 
tremely low Reynolds r,~n~oers, f o r  which laminar boundary l a p r  coeff ic ients about 
double t yn i  cal turbulent val ues can be expected. , , 
TRANS I ENT DATA ANALY S I S 
Transient wall analyses using the lDCOND program, Ref. 1, were run i n  order I 
to  i n fe r  adiabatic wall temperatures and heat t ransfer coeff ic ients based on 
! . I  
matching the thermocouple transients. These parametric studies were guided by 1 I &-, 
i 
energy balance calculations f o r  two conditions: (1) ear ly  i n  the transient using 
the slope o f  the measured temperature vs time curves, Figure 1, and (2) steady 
state using wa?l temperatures S l igh t ly  higher than the data a t  60 sec. Wall 
temperatures have not qui te reached steady state a t  the l a t t e r  time. Both the 
constant and wall temperature dependent heat t racsfer .seff i c i en t  options o f  
lDCOND were used, but the l a t t e r  d id  not improve the data fit. Rhenium prop- 
e r t ies  were obtained from Ref. 2; the speci f ic heats and thermal conduct iv i t ies 
o f  Table 111 were added t o  lDCOND as If?ATL = 13. f igure 2 shows the emiss iv i ty  I 
data; a combination o f  curves 2 and 3 was used herein, wi th  the lDCOfJD input 
value based on a temperature l e te  l n  the t r tns ient .  
As shown i n  Figure 1, it was not  possible t o  obtain a precise f i t  of the 
measured transients. The predict ions shown are t yp ica l  o f  the parametric study 
results. Table I V  gives the ranges of adiabatic wal l  temperatures and heat 
t ransfer  coe f f i c ien ts  which appear t o  provide the best data fit. It i s  apparent 
from the low adiabatic wal l  temperatures tha t  the f i l m  cool ing i s  having a 
s ign i f i can t  e f fec t .  
WALL M!XTURE RATIO 
-
TRAN72 was used t o  generate the adiabatic wal l  temperature vs mixture r a t i o  
curves shown i n  Figure 3. The H-P opt ion was u t i l i z e d  w i th  the adiabatic wa l l  
enthalpy defined as 
and the free-stream enthalpy based on the one-dimensional values given i n  Table 
14. Note tha t  the laminar rather than turbulent  recovery fac tu r  was asrumed 
since laminarizat ion o f  the boundary layer  was expected. 
Table I V  iccludes the wal l  n i x tu re  r a t i o  ranges defined by Figure 3 from the 
2d;abatic wal l  temperatures in fe r red  above. Since the di f ference i n  the l a t t e r  
between thermocouple locat ions i s  greater than t ha t  indicated by Figure 3, lower 
mixture ra t i os  are obtained a t  TC6. Such a r e s u l t  i s  inconsistent w i t h  a l l  f i l m  
cooling theory. Use o f  a turbulerl t  recovery fac to r  would increase tric mixture 
r a t i o  discrepancy. 
PEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT CORRELATION 
The heat transfer coef f ic ients or Table I V  were compared t o  the fo l low ing  
non-reactive turbulent  pipe f low correlat ion:  
with the property parameter 08FC evaiuated a t  a wall mixture r a t i o  o f  f.70*. 
Table I V  includes the resultant correlat ion coefficients, Cg, which range f r o m  
2.3-3.7 coinpa:-ed t u  typ ica l  turbulent coeff ic ients 06 0.8-0.9. Note tha t  these 
values are normalized t o  the Bartz coef f ic ient  of 0.026 which i s  included i n  
DBFC. These results may seem surp-ising i n  view o f  the anticipated boundary 
layer lamirrarizatlon. Using f i l m  properties a t  a wall mixture r a t i o  o f  2.C. th: 
following Reynolds numbers are calculated: 
Loce t ion -  re^ 
Throai; 8030 
TC5 1630 
TS6 1010 
W i  th such a low throat Reynolds number, laminarization de f i n i t e l y  should have 
occurred i n  the convergent section. I f  a laminar boundary leyer i s  maintained i n  
I 
the nozzle, heat transfer coefficients below typical  turbulent values would I 
usual l y  be expected. However, a t  the extremely l c d  Reynolds numbers sssoclated : f 
with t h i s  test, the laminar c o e f f i c i e ~ t s  can exceed the turbulent values. This 
I 
resul ts from the Rex 'Oo5 deceridenq o f  the laminar Stan.qn number c m p r e d  t o  I <  , 
-0*2 f o r  the turbulent. Approximate L: iculat ionr a t  TC6 Bndicate the lan inar  
coef f ic ient  could be twice the turbulent v i lue, while thc experimental coe f f i -  
cients o f  iable I V  -)re about three times the typical  turbulent value. The higher 
experimental coeff ic ients cannot be cxp lained hy comtustion product rad iat ion ,r 
chemical reactions i n  the boundary layer; a r-?fictive mndel a t  the wal l  mixture 
ra t ios  inferred herein i s  alms: ident ical  t g  the non-r-eactivt model o f  Table I V .  
* 
The ra r ia t ion  o f  DBFC with Ma i s  small for the range o t  telaest herein. 
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TABLE I. T-ST 91 SUMMARY 
Duration, sec. 
PC, psia 
Core O/F 
Overal l  O/F 
Vacuum Thrust, I b f  
Total Flow Rate, lb/sec 
Ambient Pressure, ps ia  
TABLE 11. NOZZLE THERHOCOUPLE LOCATION PARMETERS 
Area Ratio 
Inside Radius, in .  
g a l l  Thickness, i n .  
Wall Pressure, p s i a  
E x i t  Plane View Factor 
Temperature a t  FS2, O F  
- 
- Free-Stream S t a t i c  
Enthal py, Btu/lb 
TABLE 1 I I. RHENIUM PROPERTIES 
Temperature 
" F 
Specific 
Heat 
Btu/l  b-OF 
- 
Oensity = 0.760 l b / i n  3 
TABLE I V .  i.,iALYSIS S U W R Y  
Adiabatic Wall Temperature, O F  
Heat Transfer Coeff icient  , 10'~ 
6tu/in2 -sec-OF 
Mixture Ratio a t  the Ua l l  
Normal ized Correlation Coefficient Cg 
Free-Stream Stat ic  Temperature (20) ,OR 
Free-Stream Molecular Weight 
Mass Velocity Ratio FpD 
Film Temperature, O i l  
OBFC 
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APPENDIX G 
HIGH-PRESSURE TEST SUMMAEtY 

TOX = TF = 75°F 
Rhenium TCA. JPL injector 
O/F r 3.0 
TOX = TF = 7S°F 
Dt = 0.25, E = 100 
PC = 30 psia 
9'0 Fuel in Sleeve = 85f 39'0 
Mixture Ratio, O/F LoQ' 07-L%5- 
3 
